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ፕ  ࣟ ຝ ऱ ፕ ࣟ ᜕ ߣ ਢ ᑛ ࠅ ࣨ Ⴧ ፖ ဗ ৳ ᎏ ௧ ࣨ Ⴧ ፋ  ٽऱ ᜓ  ٽ ΰ suture
zoneαΖ1960أזڣཚࣨჇዌທᖂᎅᘋದΔฅᐜ࣑ΰBiq, 1965αଈ٣༼נፕ᜕ࣟ
ߣਢԫଡါߣΰrift valleyαΔط2යહٻႜऱߡ৫ಭᓢឰᐋࢬዌګΔ۫ೡ
۫ٻႜऱխ؇՞౧ឰᐋΔۖࣟೡ։ሶ᜕ߣፖ௧ࡾ՞౧ृጠ௧ࡾ՞౧ឰᐋΖ
ஊࣔٵΰHsu, 1971αشܓ1963-1969ڣᑓՕ࣍4ऱچᔼᇷறΔ༼נፕፖᔣ२
چऱ᧯چਮዌΰቹ1.1Aα
Δܛፕতຝࣟٻឆ۟ဗ৳ᎏ௧ࣨჇհՀΔۖڇፕ
ࣟຝဗ৳ᎏ௧ࣨჇঞקٻឆ۟ᑛࠅࣨჇհՀΖฅᐜ࣑ΰBiq, 1971α༼ܓנ
ٳᐋឆګݮࢬش܂ऱٵᐋΰmelangeα
Δհ৵ঞਢፖՕຬऱፋش܂ٽΖ
ፉᡖსΰChai, 1972αნᖞૻڶऱچᔆᇷறΔංྒྷᑛࠅՕຬࣨؓ֜ٻჇឆΔ
ۖፕ᜕ࣟߣਢԫዌທឰါΔܧؐฝሎ೯ΰቹ1.1Bα
Ζڼ৵ᆖመچڍᔆᖂृ
ᓳઔߒΔດዬᛵᇞፕऱ᧯چਮዌΖፕࣟຝऱ೯ឰᐋຟ࣍ۯຍଡᜓٽ
ࠟೡΔ᧩ڼقᄅཚዌທऱ೯ࢤΖ
ፕতೡऱ௧ݩՂΰ֣Փ௧αΔ್ࢮ؍௧ᄮΰManila Trenchαਢژऱ
ឆΰLudwig et al., 1967; Ludwig, 1970α
Ζฅᐜ࣑ΰBiq, 1972α༼נ௧ᄮקٻ
ਁ۟ۼਞתऱ۫௧ࡾΖ௧ݩՂփךჄऱިᗨढ۟ۼקٻፕতጤऱ۫ೡ
ΰLudwig, 1979αΖ௧ᄮፖࣟೡݚܨΰLuzon Arcαհၴᎁਢԫᏺᗨᄔݮ
᧯ΰaccretionary prismαΔۖچڍᔆᖂृᎁڼዌທױ౨ԫऴ۟ۼৠࣟؓ
ΰࠏ ڕReed et al., 1992α
Ζፕতຝऱ೯ឰᐋΔঞڼ࣍ۯᏺᗨᄔק᧯ݮೡ
ऱۼՂΖ

)ҋ*ኵলᜐ፫ၷ!
ፕࣟຝऱ೯ឰᐋΔץਔۏിឰᐋΕᚢືឰᐋΕᅗឰᐋΕߺدឰᐋΕ
ۃՂឰᐋΕ࡛ભឰᐋΕຼມឰᐋፖٳܓឰᐋ٥8යឰᐋΰቹ1.2αΖ
ۏിឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣקጤΔؐฝឰᐋଫࠠಭฝࢤᔆΔપܧতٻߨקΔ
طक़ᓊᗼԮਣᑧ௧ࡾٻত۟ۼक़ᓊؑભി՞۫তֱΔ९પ8ֆߺΖءឰᐋਢ
1951چڣᔼऱچᔼឰᐋΔچط।ధါ։ؒፖݮچ։࣫࣠Δۏിឰᐋױ౨ڍڶ
ڻ೯ऱધᙕΖط२ཚऱچݮچᔆፖچढ൶೮࣠Δࠀྤऄᢞኔឰᐋۼ
۟ڜٳᄻאতΖ
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კ1.1 നԐޑᆵӦᡏᄬᙁკǶკAᄔԾ৪ܴӕȐHsu, 1971ȑ
ǴკBᄔԾᆩᚶཁȐChai,
1972ȑǶ!
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კ1.2 ᆵܿࢲޑᘐቫǶȐआጕҽҢࢲᘐቫǹ০سǺTWD67ȑ!
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ᚢືឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣקຝፖ௧ࡾ՞౧ऱٌΔ᥆࣍ؐฝଫࠠಭฝࢤᔆ
ऱឰᐋΔٻߨࣟקקܧΔطक़ᓊᗼᚢືٻতۼΔᆖִઍ۟٠༚ၢࣟ༄ޘΰຫ
֮՞Δ2008α
Δ९પ30ֆߺΖڇ௧ࡾ՞౧ऱ۫ᒴΔچ।ࠀآ࿇ឰᐋݮچᐛΔ
ឰᐋᇾ࣍ۯक़ᓊᄻࣾݩխΔޱᗨढࢬൽΔ طGPS ྒྷၦ࣠᧩قឰᐋᇾࠟೡ
ڇিऴፖֽؓऱຒ৫֏᧢᧩ࣔڶΔᑉ٨รԲᣊ೯ឰᐋΖࢬאጠऱִઍ
ឰᐋΔਢԫࠄឰᥛऱݮچഺፖ՛ীឰᐋऱ᜔ጠΔຍࠄ՛ীឰᐋ࣍ۯڍຟᨶ՞ᐋ
խΔࠡױ౨ڇ՞ᣞޱᗨഔᗨছܛբګݮΔۖᚢືឰᐋঞਢ௧ࡾ՞౧۫ٻΕٻ
קᚲᚘऱছᒴឰᐋΰࣨჇᢰឰᐋαΖ
ᅗឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣקຝፖ௧ࡾ՞౧ऱٌΔಭฝឰᐋଫࠠؐฝࢤᔆΔ
ٻߨקࣟܧΔط٠༚ၢࣟ༄ٻޘতߺد۟ۼਞֲߺΔ९પ33ֆߺΰຫ֮՞Δ
2006Δ2008αΙءឰᐋ1951چڣᔼऱچᔼឰᐋΔԫຝ։࣍ٵஊᥳߜΰ1955αࢬ
ጠऱߺدឰᐋקΔឰᐋऱতጤڇਞֲॵ२ፖ࡛ભឰᐋຑ൷Ζࠉᖕᑒᄮၲਉ࣠Δ
ᅗឰᐋೈԱ1951ڣऱچᔼհ؆Δᝫ࿇3ڻऱچײᔼࠃٙΔچײᔼऱ೯ၜཚપ
190±20ڣΖ
ߺدឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣխຝፖխ؇՞౧ऱٌΔؐฝឰᐋଫࠠಭฝࢤ
ᔆΔٻߨࣟקקܧΔطक़ᓊᗼᅗၢᅗߜٻޘতߺد۟ۼড়ৄߺΔ९પ23
ֆߺΖߺدឰᐋਢ1951چڣᔼऱچ।ధါΔױۼקٻ౨ຑ൷ᅗឰᐋΖ
࡛ભឰᐋΔ࣍ۯ௧ࡾ՞౧ऱխຝΔಭฝឰᐋΔٻߨקࣟܧΔߺدطਞֲߺ
ۼקࣟٻᆖᐚࣳΕ࡛ભ۟ޘक़ᓊᗼ᠆ᛍΔ९પ30ֆߺΖឰᐋতጤڇਞֲၢॵ२ຑ
൷ᅗឰᐋፖۃՂឰᐋΖឰᐋኲ֊ޓᄅඡཚऱၸچفᐋΔࡸڶآ٤ᄅ೯ऱ
ᢞᖕΖ
ۃՂឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣতຝΔಭฝឰᐋଫࠠؐฝࢤᔆΔપٻߨࣟקקܧΙ
طक़ᓊᗼߺدਞֲߺٻতۼᆖፕࣟᗼۃՂၢᆄޘڜΔ٦ຼ۟ۼມၢᅗၼޘΔ
९પ67ֆߺΖ1951چڣᔼΰᑓ6.8αፖ2003چڣᔼΰᑓ6.8αΔۃՂឰᐋ݁ขچس
।ధါΖࠉᖕᑒᄮၲਉ࣠ΔۃՂឰᐋڇመװ800ڣၴڶ5-10ڻऱچײᔼࠃٙΔ೯
ၜཚ50-160ڣΖ
ຼມឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣতຝፖխ؇՞౧ऱٌΔಭฝឰᐋΔપܧতٻߨקΔ
طፕࣟᗼຼມၢຼᐇٻত࠲۟ۼতၢឳᄏॵ२Δ९પ17ֆߺΖᑒᄮၲਉ࣠᧩ق
٤ᄅިᗨᐋ࠹ࠩᝉᒋፖឰᐋش܂Δຼມឰᐋޏ٨รԫᣊ೯ឰᐋΖ
ٳܓឰᐋΔ࣍ۯፕ᜕ࣟߣতጤΔಭฝឰᐋΔࣟٻߨק᠏ততࣟߨٻΔطፕࣟ
ᗼؓၢᩂ՞ٻতࡿ۟ۼΔ٦᠏ࣟٻত۟ۼፕࣟؑΔ९પ20ֆߺΖឰᐋኲ֊
ޓᄅچᐋΔGPS ᨠྒྷᇷற࣠Δؾছױݮ᧢ླྀچ౨ႃխ࣍ٳܓឰᐋ۫ೡऱ։
֭ឰᐋΰ࠲ত՞ឰᐋαΖ

ǵ!ق
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ࠉᖕࢬء2004-2008ڇڣፕࣟຝچऱ GPS ᨠྒྷ࣠ΰ墌ᅗၫΔ2008αΔፕ
᜕ࣟߣۯٻֱ۫ק۫ٻקฝΔۯฝຒપ10-50ֆᵏ/ڣΰઌኙᑫྋీޥػ
S01RαΔ᜕ۖߣতۯٻֱק۫ٻฝΔۯฝຒ50-80ֆᵏ/ڣΰઌኙᑫྋీޥػ
S01RαΔࣟ۫ٻऱຒ৫۫ٻࣟطڶດዬ᧢՛Ⴈΰቹ1.3αΔ᧩ፕ᜕ࣟߣতק
լٵऱݮ᧢ླྀچীኪΖڇিऴຒ৫ऱ᧢֏ֱ૿Δ௧ࡾ՞౧ࣟࡾࣉ֒ຒ50-80ֆ
ᵏ/ڣΔ۟܅૾۫ٻ30-40ֆᵏ/ڣΔ᜕۟ߣ۫אঞ-10-0ֆᵏ/ڣΰଖՀ૾αΖ
ڶᣂፕࣟຝ೯ឰᐋऱࢤΔڕ।1.1Ζ

)Ғ*ኵऄলᜐ፫ၷ!
ፕতຝऱ೯ឰᐋΔץਔ՛ൂ՞ឰᐋΕ՞ឰᐋΕᑪڠឰᐋፖਁਞឰᐋ
Δ٥4යឰᐋΰቹ1.4αΖ
՛ൂ՞ឰᐋΔױ౨ಭฝឰᐋΔٻߨࣟקקܧΔطႂᗼॳᓊၢতᓊٻޘ
ত۟ۼᗊൃၢᡯࣥޘΔ९પ8ֆߺΖឰᐋࠀآኲઠ۟چ।Δ܀ທګՂ٤ᄅ
چᐋऱᐹڴΔ᧩قຍࠄᄶ೯૿ڇ٤ᄅՈױڶ౨೯Δࠀࠠڶઌᅝऱ೯ᑨႨΔ
ᑉ٨รԲᣊ೯ឰᐋΖ
՞ឰᐋΔ࣍ۯᣞ՞ऱ۫তຝΔಭฝឰᐋΔٻߨקࣟܧΔطႂᗼ
՞ٻত۟ۼႂᗼոࣳၢΔ९પ30ֆߺΖឰᐋطឰᐋፖڍଡ։֭ឰᐋዌ
ݮ᧢ګΔᐈ৫પ40-400ֆ֡հၴΔឰᐋᐈ৫9-30ֆ֡Ζឰᐋኲ֊٤ᄅऱ
ઓفᐋΔᑉ٨รԫᣊ೯ឰᐋΖאᎁឰᐋקٻຑ൷փឰᐋΔ່२ऱᓳ
࣠᧩ࠟقឰᐋऱࢤլٵΔՈآ࿇փឰᐋޓڇᄅඡཚ೯ऱᢞᖕΔ
ڼڂ৬ᤜփឰᐋऱຝ։۞೯ឰᐋؾᙕխฝೈΖ
ᑪڠឰᐋΔ࣍ۯৠࣟؓፖխ؇՞౧ऱٌΔಭฝឰᐋଫࠠؐฝࢤᔆΔ
ܧতٻߨקΖឰᐋקΔԾጠՒᡐឰᐋΔطႂᗼքᚋၢᣪࠐٻޘতۼ
۟Օ੍ޘΔ९પ28ֆߺΙতطՕ੍ٻޘতࣝ۟ۼᐇၢףᆂޘΔ९પ61ֆߺΔ
ٽૠ९৫પ89ֆߺΖឰᐋऱקၸچࡿᐋࢨޱᗨفᐋࢬൽΔױ౨
ळឰᐋऱڤݮΔឰᐋऱতڇᄅഖॵ२࿇ࣨࡿಭᓢ࣍ၸچفᐋհՂΔઔܒ
ᑪڠឰᐋޓڇᄅඡཚױ౨ڶ೯ွΔᑉ٨รԲᣊ೯ឰᐋΖ
ਁਞឰᐋΔਁ࣍ۯਞתΔಭฝឰᐋΔٻߨ۫קקܧΔطৠࣟᗼ߫ৄၢ
௧Ցٻতਁ۟ۼਞতΔ९પ16ֆߺΖឰᐋኲ֊ޓᄅඡཚऱࡿۊفᐋΔ
ᑉ٨รԲᣊ೯ឰᐋΖ
!
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კ1.3 ᆵӦ࣬ჹܭዋ෫қઠȐS01Rȑ2002-2008ԃGPSНѳБӛೲࡋȐថྷ
໋Ǵ2008ȑǶ!
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კ1.4 ᆵࠄࢲޑᘐቫǶȐआጕҽҢࢲᘐቫǹ০سǺTWD67ȑ!
!
!
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ڼ؆ΔքᚋឰᐋΔ࣍ۯতຝᣞ՞ΰቹ1.4αΔٻߨࣟקקऱؐฝឰᐋΔ
طႂᗼքᚋၢᄅ࿇ٻޘত۟ۼભᖺᄅᐇޘΰࣥඔ֮Δ2000α
Δ२ཚᓳ
࣠ᇠݮ᧢ླྀچႃխ࣍ᑪڠឰᐋΔ৬ᤜط೯ឰᐋؾᙕխฝೈΖᏕ՞ᒵ
ݮΰᏕ՞ឰᐋα
Δ࣍ۯፖᏕ՞ສࣟೡΰቹ1.4α
Δء٨ژጊࢤ೯ឰᐋΰࣥ
ඔ֮Δ2000α
ΔឈྥڶᒵणഺᐛΔᆖطມ؆چᔆᓳΕچᔆᨵ൶چ֗אढ
൶೮࣠Δ݁آ࿇ឰᐋڇژऱچᔆᢞᖕΔ৬ᤜط೯ឰᐋؾᙕխฝೈΖ
墌ᅗၫΰ2006α طGPS ᇷற։࣫ፕতຝऱݮ᧢ླྀچ࣠ΰৠچऱ
ᨠྒྷᇷற1995-2006ڣΔਁਞچऱᨠྒྷᇷற2003-2006ڣαΔሀ။՞ឰᐋ
ऱֱֽؓۯٻฝຒ৫Δط61ֆᵏ/ڣΔֱٻ263°Δ૾۟50ֆᵏ/ڣΔֱٻ264°Δ᧩
ق՞ឰᐋگܮપ10ֆᵏ/ڣऱᜍၦΖᖩሀᑪڠឰᐋፖਁਞឰᐋऱࣟ۫ٻऱᚘ
ᜍၦৰ՛Δֽؓۯฝຒ৫ࣟطೡऱ58.2ֆᵏ/ڣΔֱٻ273°Δ۟۫ೡऱ58.6ֆᵏ/
ڣΔֱٻ273°Δط2002-2008ڣຒ৫։࣫Δፕতຝઌኙ࣍ᑫྋ ీޥػS01R
࣍՞ឰᐋ֗խ؇՞౧ত۫ᜠچऱຒ৫२ԫીΔ51.9 ± 6.6ֆᵏ/ڣΔ
ֱ۫ٻࣟطߡۯດዬط277°᠏۟247°ΰቹ1.3α
Δᆖଥإ2006ڣ12ִ26ֲৠࣟ؆௧
چᔼऱٵᔼᇷற৵Δਁਞچऱຒ৫પ39.6-91.2ֆᵏ/ڣΖ
ڶᣂፕতຝ೯ឰᐋऱࢤΔڕ।1.1Ζ
߄1.1 ᆵܿᆶࠄࢲᘐቫ܄ំ߄
ឰᐋټጠ

ۏിឰᐋ
ᚢືឰᐋ
ᅗឰᐋ
ߺدឰᐋ
࡛ભឰᐋ
ۃՂឰᐋ
ຼມឰᐋ
ٳܓឰᐋ
՛ൂ՞ឰᐋ
՞ឰᐋ
ᑪڠឰᐋ
ਁਞឰᐋ

Ϡ1

։ᣊ

ԫ
Բ
ԫ
ԫ
Բ
ԫ
ԫ
Բ
Բ
ԫ
Բ
Բ

Ϡ2

९৫ ᄶฝࢤ
(ֆߺ)

8
30
33
23
30
67
17
20
8
30
89
16

ؐฝଫಭฝ
ؐฝଫಭฝ
ಭฝଫؐฝ
ؐฝଫಭฝ
ಭฝ
ಭฝଫؐฝ
ಭฝ
ಭฝ
ಭฝ
ಭฝ
ಭฝଫؐฝ
ಭฝ

ሀឰᐋֽؓຒ৫
Ϡ
᧢֏(ֆᵏ/ )ڣ3
ؓ۩ឰ িऴឰ
ᐋߨ ٻᐋߨٻ
8.4±5.7 6.8±6.3
8.4±5.7 6.8±6.3
14.5±3.6 5.6±4.9
6.5±2.3 4.1±8.7
-3.6±2.8 8.6±3.1
-4.2±5.7 5.4±7.2
1.1±3.4 0.3±1.8
3.9±3.9 5.4±4.4

ሀឰᐋিऴຒ৫ ່२ԫڻ೯
Ϡ
Ϡ
ழၴ 5
᧢֏(ֆᵏ/ )ڣ4
壄യ
GPS
ֽᄷ
-17.9 8.7±16.9 ۫ց 1951 ڣ
ޓᄅඡཚ
-19.6 8.7±16.9
۫ց 1951 ڣ
-0.8 13.2±17.6 ۫ց 1951 ڣ
ޓᄅඡཚ
3.9
7.9±10.1
۫ց 2003 ڣ
ޓᄅඡཚ
ޓᄅඡཚ
ޓᄅඡཚ
9.7±8.9
-3.6 -1.2±13.4 ၏վ 7,189 ڣছ
ޓᄅඡཚ
-3.6
6.9±8.4
ޓᄅඡཚ
1.0
-0.7±6.2

ုΚ
Ϡ1Κรԫᣊ೯ឰᐋΔመװ10,000ڣփམᆖ೯መऱឰᐋΙรԲᣊ೯ឰᐋΔ
መװ100,000ڣփམᆖ೯መऱឰᐋΙژጊࢤ೯ឰᐋΔመװ500,000ڣփ
೯መΔྤࡸ܀ऄᒔࡳመװ100,000ڣփਢܡ೯መऱឰᐋΖ
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Ϡ2Κឰᐋࠟೡࡿᐋऱ९ཚઌኙሎ೯ڤݮΖ
Ϡ3Κؓ۩ឰᐋߨٻऱຒ৫։ၦΔإଖז।ؐฝڤݮΔଖז।׳ฝڤݮΖආش墌ᅗ
ၫΰ2006Δ2008αऱ։࣫࣠Ζ
Ϡ4Κإଖז।ࣉ֒Δଖז।Հ૾Ζආش墌ᅗၫΰ2006Δ2008αऱ։࣫࣠Ζ
Ϡ5ΚೈԱᖵچᔼધᙕհ؆Δءႈᇷறឰᐋኲ֊ऱࡿᐋऱழזΖ

崛嶬
ءܫխ؇چᔆᓳࢬച۩ψچᔼچᔆᓳፖ೯ឰᐋᇷற৬ᆜૠ
ΰ91-95ڣαωፖψچᔼچᔆፖ᧢چ೯ᑨႨ։࣫ૠΰ96-99ڣαωऱຝ։࣠ګΖტ
ഏمፕՕᖂچᔆઝᖂߓຫՊඒΕխ؇ઔߒೃچઝᖂࢬޕ৬ګ໑Փፖ
ഏפګمՕᖂچઝᖂߓ墌ᅗၫඒᐉᒚΔࠀ༼ࠎڍᣪ၆ऱ৬ᤜΖڇᓳፖ
ᐷᐊመ࿓խΔࢭ፞Հ٨ᖂृፖറ୮༼ࠎᇷறፖ࠰ܗΔृ܂ᄃીݵΖ
چݮچᔆᓳΚࡉח٣سΕسٵف٣سΕࣥႂ٣سΕᗝᇣԭ٣سΕࣥ
ᗊᐝ՛ࡦΕᏥٳ໑ՓΕຫીߢ٣سΕ۪ᐚګ٣سΕພߛ
ڜ٣سΕ്ႆ٣سΖ
Օྒྷچၦ։࣫Κঀၞႂ໑ՓΕຫ৬ߜ٣سΕ۶ցᔼ٣سΕ֮ᨋ٣سΕ
❶٣سΕຫઆⱍ՛ࡦΖ
ᑒᄮၲਉᓳΚຫՊඒΕ്ᚧإ٣سΕᄘګݳ໑ՓΕᄘ՛ॹ໑ՓΕᠱ
ԫႧ٣سΕ႓౨٣سΕધᦞ

٣سΕຫট٤٣سΕᓐࡗ

ݳ٣سΕڹᤌഏ٣سΕݚழ㚸٣سΖ
چढ൶೮ΚفᅗᎱඒΕຫؓᥨඒΕᇀሐ໑ՓΕޕেۮ໑ՓΖ
ݮ᧢ླྀچྒྷΚ墌ᅗၫඒΕཬᐜඒΕޕցݦඒΕནഏ໑ՓΕ
ࡲಝ٣سΕ܇ીᆠ٣سΖ
ዌທݮچᓳΚާිඕඒΕ്ᅗ੍ඒΕᄘ၆ԿඒΖ
ᑇଖچᔆቹᢄ፹Κܦᙩࢣ՛ࡦΕᠱԫႧ٣سΕ്ႆ٣سΖ
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ABSTRACT
The East Taiwan Longitudinal Valley is a suture zone of plate convergence of the Eurasian
and the Philippine Sea Plates that are evident by frequent seismic activity as well as rapid vertical
uplift of the Coastal Range. Most of the active faults in eastern Taiwan are located in this valley.
Moreover, the offshore of southern Taiwan is considered to be an accretionary prism bounded by
the Manila Trench to the west and the Luzon Arc to the east. The Dec. 26, 2006 earthquake (Mw
7.0) that occurred with an epicenter located offshore in southwestern Taiwan and shook
southernmost Taiwan might be closely related to present-day tectonic configuration, i.e. some
researchers proposed that active faults in southern Taiwan are structural characteristics of the
northern extension of the accretionary wedge. The Central Geological Survey has deployed
detailed investigation including geological mapping, boring, trenching, geophysical
investigations and geodetic measurements since 2002 in order to evaluate the reactivity of active
faults for the purpose of hazard mitigation. This report presents the recent achievement of
investigation of active faults and that are briefly described as follows.
There are 8 active faults located in eastern Taiwan. The Milun Fault is a sinistral-slip fault
with reverse-slip component, strikes north, and is located in the northernmost part of East Taiwan
Longitudinal Valley extending for 8 km long. It formed surface ruptures in the 1951 Hualien
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Earthquake and might reactivate several times in late Pleistocene. The Lingding Fault is located
on the border between the northernmost part of the Longitudinal Valley and the Coastal Range,
strikes NNE and extends for 30 km long. This fault is suggested to be a sinistral-slip fault with
reverse-slip component, although it was covered by alluvial deposits. In addition, the so-called
Yuehmei Fault noted in some previous reports is composed of several intermittent, small faults
that are located within the volcanic rock of the Tuluanshan Formation, i.e. the hanging wall of
the Lingding Fault, and all the small faults do not cut late Pleistocene strata so it was temporarily
removed from the active fault list. The Rueyshui Fault is an earthquake fault that reactivated in
1951 Earthquake and exhibits reverse-slip movement. This fault strikes NE and is located in the
middle part of the Longitudinal Valley extending for 33 km long, and is estimated to have
recurrence interval about 190 ± 20 years. The Yuli Fault is a reverse-slip fault with a sinistral-slip
component, strikes NNE, and is located at the border between the Central Range and the
Longitudinal Valley extending for 23 km long. This fault also was reactivated in the 1951
Hualien Earthquake and caused several surface ruptures. The Chimei Fault is a reverse-slip fault,
strikes NE, and transverses across the Coastal Range extending for 30 km long. It was
proposed that this fault to be reactivated in late Pleistocene according to it caused terrace deposits
to tilt. The Chihshang Fault is a reverse-slip fault with a sinistral slip component, strikes NNE,
and is located in the southern part of the Longitudinal Valley extending for 67 km long. This
fault reactivated and formed surface ruptures in the 1951 Taitung Earthquake and the 2003
Chihshang Earthquake. Based on the trenching study, there are at least 5 paleoseismic events in
the last 800 years with a recurrence interval of about 50-170 years. The Luyeh Fault is a
reverse-slip fault, strikes north, and is located at the border between the Central Range and the
Longitudinal Valley extending for 17 km long. This fault caused the flexure of terrace deposits;
however, it is not exposed to the surface. The Lichi Fault is a reverse-slip fault, strikes NE and
turns SSE, and is located in the southern part of the Longitudinal Valley extending for 20 km
long. This fault has reactivated during late Pleistocene but not Holocene.
There are 4 active faults located in southern Taiwan. The Chishan Fault is a reverse-slip
fault, strikes NE, and is located in the southern Foothills extending for 30 km. The deformation
zone of this fault consists of a main gouge zone and several branch faults that sum up to 400 m
wide. According to the findings of cutting the Holocene terrace deposits, the Chishan Fault is
reclassified as an active fault of the first category. Moreover, a fault named Ne-In Fault,
previously connected in the northern extension of the Chishan Fault, has no evidence of
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reactivating in late Pleistocene and therefore it is proper to remove from the active fault list. The
Hsiaokangshan fault is probably a reverse-slip fault, strikes NNE, and is located between the
Foothills and the western Plain that extends for 8 km. Based on the boring data in the subsurface
of Hsiaokangshan area, it may have a broad fault zone that is composed of many small-scale
blind faults. Although it is difficult to locate the macroscopic fault line of the Hsiaokangshan
lineament, it has high potential to deform and translate along certain fault planes resulting on the
folding of strata and high uplift rate. The Chaochou Fault is a reverse-slip fault with a sinistral
component, strikes north and is located at the border between the Pingtung Plain and southern
Central Range extending for 89 km. Northern segment of the Chaochou Fault is covered by
terrace and alluvial deposits, and proposed to be a blind fault, while the southern segment
displaces the lateritic conglomerate beds indicating that it reactivated in late Pleistocene. The
Hengchun Fault is a reverse-slip fault, strikes NNW, and is located at the Hengchun Peninsula
extending for 16 km. Based on the findings of cutting the late Pleistocene bioclastic strata it is
reclassified as an active fault of the second category. In addition, the Liukuei Fault is a left-lateral
slip fault, strikes NNE, and is located at the border between the southern Foothills and southern
Central Range and was previously classified as a secondary category active fault. Because the
latest crustal movement in this area mainly concentrates around the Chaochou Fault that located
at the eastern side of the Liukuei Fault, it is proposed to eliminate the latter from the active fault
list. The Fongshan Fault was categorized as suspect active faults exhibiting linear scarps in
satellite images; however there is no geologic evidence to prove the faults exists. So it is
proposed to eliminate from the active fault list.
Based on the geodetic measurements from 2004-2008, the northern part of the
Longitudinal Valley (north of the Chimei Fault) moved toward WNW with a displacement rate
of 10-50 mm/yr, while the southern part moved toward NW with a displacement rate of 50-80
mm/yr and decreased from east toward west. It indicates that the present crustal deformation is
concentrated on the southern part of the valley. In addition, the vertical uplift rate is about 50-80
mm/yr in the eastern part of the Coastal Range, 30-40 mm/yr in the western part, and -10 to 0
mm/yr west of the Longitudinal Valley. In southern Taiwan, results of GPS measurements show
that the horizontal displacement around the Chishan Fault moves toward SW with a
displacement rate of about 50-60 mm/yr, and the fault absorbed 10 mm/yr of shortening. While
the displacement rates around the Chaochou Fault are about 58 mm/yr toward west that indicates
no significant difference around this fault. The displacement patterns in both sides of the
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Hengchun Fault show similar results, i.e. move westward with a rate about 40-50 mm/yr.
However, southern Taiwan might need continually updated geodetic measurements for analyzing
activity of active faults.
Summarized table of characteristics of active faults of eastern and southern Taiwan.
category
Ϡ
of fault I

fault
length
(km)

Milun Fault

I

8

Lingding Fault

II

30

Rueyshui
Fault

I

33

Yuli Fault

I

23

Chimei Fault

II

30

Chihshang
Fault

I

67

Luyeh Fault

I

17

Lichi Fault

II

20

Hsiaokangshan

II

8

Chishan Fault
Chaochou
Fault
Hengchun
Fault

I

30

II

89

II

16

Fault Name

horizontal slip rate
vertical slip rate
time of latest
Ϡ
ɀ
sense of
(mm/yr) III
(mm/yr) IV
Ϡ
reactivation
ϠII
movement
Parallel to Normal to Precise
V
GPS
fault strike fault strike Leveling
sinistral w.
8.4±5.7
6.8±6.3
-17.9
8.7±16.9
1951AD
reverse
sinistral w.
late
8.4±5.7
6.8±6.3
-19.6
8.7±16.9
reverse
Pleistocene
reverse w.
1951 AD
sinistral
sinistral w.
14.5±3.6 5.6±4.9
-0.8
13.2±17.6
1951 AD
reverse
late
reverse
6.5±2.3
4.1±8.7
3.9
7.9±10.1
Pleistocene
reverse w.
2003AD
sinistral
late
reverse
Pleistocene
late
reverse
Pleistocene
late
reverse
-3.6±2.8
8.6±3.1
9.7±8.9
Pleistocene
reverse
-4.2±5.7
5.4±7.2
-3.6
-1.2±13.4 ɦ7,189BP
reverse w.
late
1.1±3.4
0.3±1.8
-3.6
6.9±8.4
sinistral
Pleistocene
late
reverse
3.9±3.9
5.4±4.4
1.0
-0.7±6.2
Pleistocene

Notes:
I.

Active fault of the first category- fault reactivated during the last 10,000 years; active
fault of the second category- fault reactivated during the last 100,000 years; suspect
active fault- reactivated during the last 500,000 years but could not be ascertained as
to whether it had been reactivated during the last 100,000 years.

II.

The long-term relative movement of a fault, evident by fault separation.

III.

The velocity component parallel to the strike of fault. Positive value represents
sinistral-slip, negative value dextral-slip. Short-term data based on the measurements
from 1999 to 2008 (after Rau et al., 2006, 2008).

IV.

Positive value stands for uplifting, negative value for depression. Short-term data
based on the measurements from 2002 to 2008 (after Rau et al., 2006, 2008).

V.

The age of youngest stratum cut by active fault, and the latest historical event for an
earthquake fault.

